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The answer is option 2: she moved to live abroad permanently

-----
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In this Chart we will have to find a connection between the 4th 3rd and 9th House to
establish a removal abroad.
We see:
 Mercury Ruler of the 4th on the 4th House cusp inconjunct the Sun, Ruler of the 3rd
on the 9th House cusp!
other aspects that support the removal are:
 Moon trine PF in the 3rd
 the ‘Floating’ Mc in the 4th

----11 Astrologers participated in the Test. 4 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below
follow their answers in order of receipt.

Erika Eilert-Hein (Germany)
uses the Age Harmonic Technique





Asc. in Gemini (moving), Ruler Mercury conjunct cusp 4th House
the 7th House (4th from 4th ) in Sagittarius (foreign countries) Ruler Jupiter is in Cancer
(home abroad)
Sun (Ruler of the 3rd House, moving) inconjunct Mercury

Michèle Modena (France)
uses the Age Harmonic Technique






Sun , Ruler of the 3rd House of removal, conjunct Neptune , Ruler of the 10th on
the 9th House Cusp, both inconjunct Mercury, Ruler of the 4th House (home)
Uranus (change) is in the 9th House
Moon (home) opposite Venus, Ruler of the 5th and 12th AH House trine PF in the
3rd =removal
Eq Asc. conjunct the 8th House Cusp, trine Mercury, Ruler of the 1st and 4th :
changes in personal life
Saturn, Ruler of the 8th and 9th House, square Pluto refers to changes related to
foreign countries and ‘death’ of her daily life
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Irene Knudsen (Germany)
uses the Age Harmonic Technique








Asc. Gemini, Ruler Mercury in the 4th House (change and movement in home)
Mercury inconjunct the Sun, Ruler of the 3rd , on the 9th House Cusp (foreign
country)
Sun trine the Ascendant
Harmonic Sun conjunct to the natal Sun, Ruler of the 1st House
Pluto in the 11th House square Saturn Ruler of the 9th (transformation of strong
structure)
Sun opposite Saturn in beneficial reception ( House 3/9, change of residence
abroad)

Pierre le Gal (France)
uses Vedic astrology, ayanamsa Chandra Hari, Placidus House system
The running period is : Mercury - Jupiter – Moon






Mercury is in a star of Venus, Ruler of the 4th House , placed in the 7th House.
Venus is in a star of Mars, conjunct to Mars and Jupiter in 7th House. Mercury
signifies changes and is the general significator of travelling
Jupiter is in the 7th House, in a star of Rahu and conjunct to him. Rahu signifies
foreign countries. Rahu and Jupiter are in mutual exchange by nakshatras and
activate the 7th and 8th Houses. Jupiter makes a close trine to the Moon, conjunct
to the IC
The Moon signifies a change and rules the 12th House. The cups of the 4th and 8th
House are in a star of Jupiter

---

Thank you all for your contributions!
A new Test will be posted to the website round and about June 1st
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